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Request for Consultation 
 

When requesting a BRIC specialist consultation, utilize the following process: 
 

1. There are two types of consultation requests:  Teacher Consults & Student Consults 
a. A Teacher Consult is needed when the special education or classroom teacher is 

seeking ideas for interventions, modifications or adaptations that the teacher can 
implement to work better with a student(s).  Parent notification is NOT required 
for a Teacher Consult because the specialist won’t be interacting with students. 

b. A Student Consult is needed when a specialist will be interacting directly with a 
student to gain insight or information that may be related to the identification or 
impact of a disability.  Parent notification IS REQUIRED and must be 
documented on the form for a Student Consult. 

2. Go to the BRIC website and download / print the Request for Consultation form (located 
under Forms with the header  Student Forms).  Use the form with the revision date of 
8.9.18. 

a. Be mindful of timelines for evaluation.  Allow sufficient time for a consultation 
request to be processed and scheduled well in advance of evaluation timelines. 

3. Complete the entire form and be sure to attach a description of the concerns including 
any interventions already attempted for each area checked. 

4. Send a copy of the form to your BRIC supervisor via email, mail or fax.  
5. Teachers may keep the original form in their working file.  Do NOT file the request in the 

student’s special education file or upload it into SPED forms.  
6. The Request for Consultation form will be reviewed by the BRIC Supervisor and if there 

are no questions or concerns, the following will take place: 
a. BRIC Administration reviews and processes consultation.  
b. BRIC Administrative Assistant contacts and schedules with the consultant, and 

notifies referral source. 
c. NOTE:  if the form is not received with the consult date within two weeks, please 

contact the BRIC Supervisor. 
7. Documentation of the consultation results are sent to the referral source and the BRIC 

Supervisor.   DO NOT include the consultant in an evaluation plan unless the 
consultation results identified an educational need.  
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